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Contrary to the beliefs of the modern era that all men "are equal", and other lies, this has never been the case. Even the constitution of the United States is based on the declaration which affirms, that all people are CREATED equal.

Yes, everyone begins as a sperm cell, but that is just about where equality between people ends. And even in this level of existence, inequality is still present.

Equality was never meant to be a good or positive thing, and should be looked upon as unnatural, which it is. Forced equality is threatening to life and antithetical with the spirit of man. If the Gods wanted us to be all "equals", they would have made germs and not humans, and even in the case of germs, some germs evolve, excel, and become more effective or better capable of survival.

Human beings have ranging capabilities, and incapacities, and how we are supposed to work is to fill in for each other, in a hierarchical way. This is also why teamwork is necessary. Half a person's chart is how one relates to other humans, and the other half is how we relate to ourselves.

Hierarchy is the only form of justice in a world of unequal people, because inequality, if there is no hierarchy, can cause abuse of the higher to the lower. And since this is wrong, hierarchy is in place to ensure that when it is healthy, people get to live their share, and be able to advance.

Everyone understands the normal and physical examples of the above. For example, some of us are short, and others tall. The short person may have confidence, the tall person may not. And vice versa. We experience these inequalities everyday, and the enemy has taught to human beings to resent one another due to inequality, or because other people are better than them. People who are lower on some things are also frequently resented, which is the reverse of this.

To add to the program of misery, the enemy has brainwashed the mobs of the normies to go after people who try to excel in some way, and to be better. This creates a distance between people, and to add more icing on the cake, the enemy instructed humanity in rampant individualism, to the point where human beings, be it racially, or even in families, remain disconnected and extremely intolerant.

Moreso, the enemy has taught people to fight other people who are better, and to hate them and resent them, because the enemy has imposed a system where people cannot advance spiritually, mentally or materially, and therefore people feel totally trapped in their situation. One example here is that the financial world of today, does not allow many hard working, and even smart people to raise financially. Therefore, hatred gets created between the rich and those less able to
generate revenue. This also has a social dimension.

The situation worsens because many people do not understand the above and it comes to them as a shock. Everyone believes that they know better even when they do not, and even in the sight of better people who know better, their worthless ego comes kicking in, and telling them they know better.

For example, everyone has heard people who are always broke, give advice on how to be wealthy, or people who have had misfortune and negativity in all relationships with the opposite gender, give advice on how to have better relationships. Quite a few of these examples are so close minded that they do not want to advance. This behavior happens because indeed, these people are going to remain stuck in this way. If one had an open mind, they would be listening, accept their level in a hierarchy, and listen from those who are better, and learn. And their problems would be solved.

Likewise there is also a spiritual ladder of both understanding, power and capability. The answer on if people are spiritually strong is easy, can you make things happen in yourself, in positive and negative to others, and in your life? One must ask this without shame. If one cannot, or has sporadic manifestations, one simply needs to advance. Regardless, many people remain hard-stuck in the idea that they are the best, when they are not.

Feeling like one is the "best" like a mental state of confidence, is not bad in itself, but when it is followed by closed ears, this is where problems begin. These problems expand on other people who are given wrong advice, and bleed over to the person giving the advice first and foremost, but they do not understand it.

Let's examine the hypothetical scenario one has a misfortune that lands them on the hospital, and they are in a severe situation that requires surgery. A person like this, when they were alright, they may have been saying, medicine sucks, medicine this, medicine that. And while they were alright, they had the ability to ignore the reality of that not all medicine sucks.

But now in their situation they need help and/or professional surgery. So, are they going to go with the belief of stupidity that they had before, and ignore let's say a surgeon with 95% success rate, over a dumb ass that just talks a lot? One in their sane mind would not do this.

But it is all good to be trolled about things and be told pages and pages of idle information of no consequence, until one day you need to depend on it for your survival or something else. And this is where fake gurus have already disappeared and their knowledge is for nothing, like the broscientist example from above is totally irrelevant in a critical situation compared to an accredited professional.

Between the two there is a difference, one wants to merely save your life, he is a proven manifest and worker of health, and the other person is in some sort of trial to prove themselves to being more than that they are, even if this implies bending
and deception. The patient pays the price for this, as the bro scientist knows his knowledge is for nothing and will be nowhere to answer in regards to giving wrong medication to a patient.

Likewise in the above, when it comes to spirituality that is bullshit information, and produces no effects, or there are people who cannot clearly verify and/or see astrally the effects [we all go through this stage, and it takes arduous effort to rise out of it], everyone one hears is fine and alright.

The flashier the statements, "It will raise your serpent this", "you will open your third eye instantly that", and "top secret information" that does not work. Even in these forums and everywhere else, this happens. Actual spiritual knowledge works like this: You do it, and it will definitely work and do what it is made to do. The only question is time and power.

Lastly, information shared here, pales compared to what one will be given if one is really loyal in their heart to the Gods, and does as they dictate. Many people think they themselves know better and that they are smarter, they read it somewhere, or this and that.

The reality is however the hierarchy goes all the way from totally noob Satanists to people who are accredited surgeons here, and beings beyond comprehension in their abilities such as the Gods and Satan. One coming into Satanism, may have to shed their skin of stupidity that they previously had, that they knew everything.

Arrogance can also manifest, and in some cases, rightfully so, after one advances, and looks at other people who are still on a very low level. This happens most of the time in new meditators, as when one advances too far, they understand that knowledge goes far more deeply than that.

This arrogance can be blinding, and one must always remember, that the Gods are infinitely higher, and that they on the other hand, and they still tend to the lower creatures and students of the early classes, even if this means to show once every so often to help them with something.

They cannot boost a student in classes [unless maybe one is a genius, which can happen], one can only study what is in front of them, and as their intellect grows, so will one's capacity to handle new knowledge. The same goes for one's character, loyalty, and the Gods observe this also. The main key remains however one's practice and effort.

We must always be thankful for the Gods and that they stand above us, and that we are not like the enemy who is a clump of communistic hive mind made up of brutal aliens and reptilians that have appointed some evil jews in the middle, and an infinite mass of serfs that do not understand anything spiritual and are no better than cattle. Most people of the enemy know nothing and this is because, if they knew anything, they would have already rebelled in the sight of what the enemy prepares for them.
This is why the enemy calls their own "Sheep". Sheep know nothing, and are nothing, they are only there for milking and not learning. As an insult, many of our own, that do not conform, they call "Black Sheep", but the reality is, Satanists are only wolves.

One willingly moves away from the mass of sheep slaves of the enemy and wants to do better than that, because this is how nature goes. This should be common behavior in an age where sheep being slaughtered and enslaved is how society is, but not many people have this spirit in them. Some of those who do, will find Satanism. So I am only explaining how things better work in our side of the isle, on this game of life called growth and advancement.

Our Gods work with hierarchy and this is the greatest blessing, because one can always seek help from someone who can instruct them, based on one's own effort and willingness to learn, to solve every problem, in just about any field. This creates freedom. "Equality" creates enslavement, and in the face of life's problems, destroys people. It is no wonder that people who really believe into this mess, never advance, and become one more of the slaves and "sheep" as the enemy wanted them to be. And the destiny of sheep is only to be slaughtered, which effectively happens to many of them in a daily basis.

This is us:
That is the enemy:

Praised be the Gods for not allowing us to be milked and enslaved like these exploited people are.
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